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President’s Message
by Joanne Damian

Happy New Year to CPS! Since our club year starts
on June 1st, it seems appropriate to start off my first
President’s Message this way. Hopefully, this year will
be an even better year for CPS. And we are off to a great
start! If you have not yet had the opportunity to meet
the new Board members, please do so.
Our new officers are:
Michelle Schneider as Vice President
Barb Cerrito as 2nd Vice President
Rob Erick as Secretary

Vicki Wert as Treasurer
Dave Brooks as Past President

New Board members are Chuck Fitzgerald, Eric Wethington, Lauri Culp, Mike
Kopkas and Bill Keaton. Returning Board members are George Readus, Ron
Werman, Donna Schneider, Darlene Jacobson, Dan Sandy, Joe Vanecek, and
Barb Pennington.
Here is what’s new for this year. Barb Pennington has continued with our
successful Mentoring program. Rocky Encalada has taken over our Exhibits
as Chair. Maria Kaiser is continuing with her successful “In Your Style” and
“Photojournalism” nights. If you have not checked them out, please do so!!
Bill Keaton has taken over our Competitions as Chair from Rick Wetterau (thank
you Rick for your service as Competition Chair) and the B Competition, with
our new members and students, is a great success thanks to Lauri Culp. Barb
Cerrito has teamed up with Rob Erick and between them, they have filled our
calendar with new and exciting field trips. Chuck Fitzgerald is leading the New
Member Services, which exists to help new members get better acquainted with
the club and all its members. And don’t forget about Vicki Wert and her team
who are busy putting together our fourth photography class – Intermediate
Photoshop – that will be coming soon. Vicki and a few other members will be
volunteering their time to teach that class.
How can we make our club even more successful in the future years?
VOLUNTEER, VOLUNTEER, VOLUNTEER!! There is not one area that we could
not use more volunteers to help. Get in touch with Dave Brooks, our dapper
Volunteer Coordinator, if you are interested in assisting us at the club as a
volunteer. Please consider volunteering to help out the club even if it’s for five
minutes after one of our Friday meetings.
Let’s make 2018 the best year yet!!!
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~ Joanne Damian

Member Photos

Egret 2 by Rick Carrell, 2nd Place

Eagle’s Wet Beak by Daniel Hancock, 3rd Place

Barn Owl Profile by Joe Miko, 2nd Place
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Member Photos

Leopard Gecko’s Eye by Deb Zimmerman, 3rd Place

Bull Rider 4 by Ronald Wilson, 2nd Place

Civil War Historian by Dave Ciborek, 3rd Place
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Member Photos

Pas de deux by Susan Bestul, 1st Place

The Juggler by Jon Theobold, 1st Place

Sparks Dancer 1 by Ronald Wilson, 2nd Place
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Member Feature
Linked-in to Lisa Adcock,
our own CPS Wonder Woman
by Steve Lucsik
Well, after being around for over 130 years, the Cleveland
Photographic Society finally reveals the existence of its
very own female superhero, well…almost superhero…well,
it’s very own…Wonder Woman. Lisa Adcock is an American
housewife and CPS member turned super “multi-tasker”
for CPS, who sometimes entertains flights of fancy.

In the spring of 2017, Warner Brothers Pictures released
in 3D and IMAX-format, “Wonder Woman,” a superhero
film based on a DC Comic book character and starring
newcomer Gal Gadot, an Israeli actress and model. The
149-million-dollar-budget film set numerous box office
records, including the highest-grossing film ever directed
by a woman, the fifth-highest-grossing film based on a
female superhero and the largest opening for a female-led
comic book film. It has grossed over $819 million worldwide, making it the 17th highest-grossing film franchise of
all time. It is not surprising that a sequel, “Wonder Woman
II,” is set for release in 2019.

Like all superheroes, Lisa got her superpowers from
a dramatic intervention from an outside source. What
inflicted this multi-tasking, superpower on her? Well, it
was the result of a full, on-the-mouth kiss from actor,
Johnny Depp! Well…that was actually one of Lisa’s flights
of fantasy. It was actually Sylvester the Cat that gave her
the kiss.

Wonder Woman is basically the story of Diana, who was
raised on a hidden island, home to an Amazonian race
of warrior women created by Zeus to protect mankind.
Armed with the “Godkiller” sword, the lasso of Hestia, and
her very special armor, she sets off to avenge the killing
of Zeus and bring order to a chaotic war-plagued world.
[source: Wikipedia.org]

And, there is really no need for a “Lasso of Truth,” just a
raised eyebrow, squinting, piercing, mommy stare and the
truth will be known!
No invisible island home for Lisa! Born in Parma Hospital
to Wayne and Judy Ramsdell, she grew up in the West
Park area of Cleveland. The whole neighborhood was her
playground, racing bikes with kids through the dusty trails
of the Metroparks. She attended St. Patrick’s Elementary
and St. Augustine Academy and has a younger sister and
two brothers.
Was she daddy’s little girl? Oh, No!!! She was his little
pain in the $&@! Well, for starters, it seemed like she was
grounded for a large portion of her junior and senior high
continued on pg. 7
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Member Feature
Linked-in to Lisa Adcock Continued
moved up to a Canon Rebel. When she got real serious
about her photography, she got a Canon 7D that she still
uses today.

school years! Anytime she planned on sneaking out to a
party or whatever, somehow her dad knew about it. Dad
would even booby trap the doors with stacked cans so she
couldn’t sneak in without making a racket that would wake
him up! In the following image, I hate to say, but you will
see Lisa taking fishing to a whole new level!

Lisa started on a photography/multimedia Associate
degree at Tri-C, but life got in the way of graduating. She
only has a few classes left and would like to finish and get
her degree.
One day, while taking her kids to the library, Lisa picked
up a CPS brochure about the photography classes. She
joined, took the classes, got involved and has been super
active ever since. Of all her work at CPS, she is most
proud of her contribution to the 125th Anniversary Book.
She contributed hours and hours of research and writing
articles for the 125th Anniversary as well as helping other
writers find their facts. Her most prized article she ever
wrote is the piece she did about long-time CPS member,
Jim Kunkel, who was awarded a lifetime membership.
“Wonder Woman” also takes care of the “Members
Favorites” pictures on the back wall in our club room, she
keeps track of all our club assets and she is also our club
historian. She has even reviewed and updated portions of
the CPS Policies and Procedures Manual. She has even
been seen, now and then, vacuuming the floors and doing
dishes in our gathering room at our club. She considers
CPS her “guilty pleasure” getting her out of the house for
a while to mingle with other adults!
Four of the best books she ever read?! “Seven Habits of
Highly Effective People,” by Steven Covey, the Wheel of
Time Series by Robert Jordan/finished by Sanders and
anything by Laurel Hamilton that have no redeeming value
whatsoever, but are just entertaining. People she’d love to
have dinner with: Elvis, Benjamin Franklin, and her mom,
who died when she was only 10 years old.

She met her husband of 18 years, George, while, of all
things, sky diving. He’s a Cleveland Heights firefighter.
They enjoy skydiving, snowboarding, hiking, hunting,
grappling and working out. Lisa is a certified parachute
“rigger.” She also plays the guitar a little and likes to sing
in the car! With their two boys, ages 11 and 13, they enjoy
numerous family activities like shooting, board games,
card games, backyard nerf wars as well as bike riding.
They love vacationing in the Sleepy Bear Dunes area in
Northwest Michigan.

If you are given a camera with only one shot left in it, what
would be your iconic image for posterity? She said my own
face and my kid’s faces squashed together in a full-frame
shot. It’s not a competition image...but, to me, it’s the
best ever; it’s a perfect score of 27 in my book!
So, even if you don’t buy into the “Wonder Woman”
fantasy, you certainly have to wonder what Lisa is
going to get involved in next? Maybe, become a forensic
photographer? First female wrestling referee or Olympic
archer? Possibly…an aerial photographer flying around in
her invisible jet?! One thing’s for sure, you will not see her
sitting around idle anytime soon!! ❑

Lisa’s first camera was, well, she doesn’t know. She thinks
it was some sort of Nikon film camera. It really didn’t
matter...it was stolen. Her next camera was a Canon film
camera. She used it while sky diving, then sold it. She
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Member Photos

Beads by Laura Lewis, 2nd Place

Inner Child by Mike Kopkas, 3rd Place

Mighty Dapper by Rick Carrell, 1st Place
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Member Photos

The Joy of Housework by Jon Theobald, 2nd Place

Look Into My Eyes by Jon Theobald, 2nd Place

Berber - Sahara Desert by Richard Ader, 3rd Place
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Member Photos

Bree at 13 by Laura Lewis, 2nd Place

Bob - WWII Ball Turret Gunner B17G by John Neal, 2nd Place

Jason by Eric Wethington, 1st Place
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Ignoring Nouns

or on T.V. However, applying the technique in photography
is frowned upon.

by John Earl Brown and Steve Lucsik
Ignore whatever noun you see in your lens! Instead try
focusing on adjectives, verbs, or adverbs. In other words, try
capturing the relationship of place, time, circumstances,
manner or degree of the scene!

Postmodern filmography influenced by Bertold Brecht
began showing the scene as a production instead of a
separate reality devoid of a production set and audience.
Not sure of what the technique is? Think of Bing Crosby
and Bob Hope in one of their beloved “road movies.”
Caught in some sort of predicament, Hope would turn
directly to the camera, and look out into the audience
while making a humorous quip about the circumstance
they were in! He would break the illusion of the scene with
a realistic view of place and time.

The reality is that “photography” clubs are “camera”
clubs. Most often they focus on camera technique and
advocate capturing a perfect image. In essence, camera
clubs promote photographing nouns! You think not?
Simply study the winning images in club competitions.
In fourth-grade language arts classes, students were often
given this exercise: Write a simple transitive sentence with
a noun-verb-noun pattern. For example: “The old farmer
planted the seed.” Draw a picture of the old farmer
planting the seed. Rewrite the sentence turned around.
“The seed planted the old farmer.” Now draw a picture
illustrating this. Both sentences are grammatically
correct. But the second creates an absurd image. As you
can imagine, the kids loved this assignment...and their
creativity went wild. How about applying a similar exercise
to your photographs? Let’s start with a simple exercise in
photography: breaking the fourth wall. Breaking the fourth
wall simply means that the artist is breaking the illusion
of what the viewer is looking at. For years, this gimmick
has been practiced in other art forms: movies, on stage,

Annie Liebowitz is one of the preeminent photographers
credited with introducing this concept into postmodern
photography. She did so by including pieces of studio
equipment in the shot, which changed the context of the
image to a production versus a separate reality. At the
movies, the silver screen is the fourth wall. At the theater
and in opera the proscenium is the fourth wall. And of
course, the surface of the what was once a tube is the T.V.
wall. In photography, the wall is the photo paper. So how
do you break the fourth wall in photography? Believe it or
not, it is relatively easy and has been practiced by notable
photographers. Remember, the objective is simply to
destroy the illusion and capture the relationship of place,
time or circumstance.
continued on pg. 12

Christopher Nolan and Heath Ledger by Annie Leibovitz
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Ignoring Nouns Continued
Here’s a photograph taken by one of CPS’s premier
portrait photographers, John Earl Brown.

Notice the light stand peeking into the right side of the
image. If this image were placed in competition, we would
certainly hear at least one judge say, “The yellow light
on the right is distracting. Your eye goes to the brightest
color first and it takes away from the model. It needs to
be cropped out.” However, the truth be known, John Earl
intentionally included the light in the shot. He simply
wanted to make it clear to the viewer that this was a studio
scene. The model was not floating in some purple haze
cloud. There is no manipulation. It is real. Again, he was
sharing with the viewer the relationship of space, time
and circumstance.
This was a simple example of “Breaking the Fourth Wall.”
Give it a try! Go out on your next shoot and break the
fourth wall. Send us your version. We’ll publish them in
our next edition of our Darkroom Door! ❑
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Member Photos

Determination by Karen Kritzer, 1st Place

Young Boy on Train by Jon Theobold, 1st Place

Peek-a-boo by Pat Harris, 1st Place
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Member Photos

Hanging Out to Dry by Debbie Lieske, 1st Pace

Popular Science Monthly by Bonnie Lukcso, 1st Place
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Member Photos

Perseverance by Reem Khatib, 2nd Place

Two Different Worlds by Abe Wolf, 2nd Place

Port Lockroy - Antartica by Richard Ader, 2nd Place
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Digital Photography Myths #6
by Dave Busch
(Some call this sensor configuration back-illuminated,
but the term back-side illuminated is the more common
industry term.) These models range from 24 MP to
46 MP, all with remarkable low-light performance with
reduced noise compared to most other high-resolution
sensors. The secret to all this good stuff is flipping the
electronics around so the light-sensitive photosites are
larger and closer to the incoming photons, thanks to the
BSI configuration.

Myth:
High resolution
smaller
pixels pixels
with more
resolution sensors
sensors mean
have mean
smaller
withnoise,
more
less
dynamic
range,
and
slower
captures.
noise, less dynamic range, and slower captures.
Fact:
The latest sensors give you the best of all worlds: up to 46
megapixels, 10-20 frames-per-second, and fantastic low-light
performance.
As we emphasize in the CPS Special Interest Groups on
the first Thursday of every month, great gear doesn’t make
great pictures. But great photographers can use great
technology to see familiar subjects in new ways, or put
new features to work to streamline complex techniques.
Many of us cut our teeth on film cameras that forced
you to rotate the shutter speed dial or aperture ring one
click at a time to bracket exposures. Others may have sat
next to their cameras for hours making time-lapse stills.
Today, digital cameras can do those things automatically
and with more flexibility, allowing you to exercise your
creative vision more easily.

As I mentioned earlier, packing more light-gathering
“pixels” (photodiodes) onto a sensor to produce high
resolution requires using the tiniest “pixels” possible.
Smaller pixels are less efficient at collecting light
(photons), and processing the captured image to increase
sensitivity results in more random artifacts. We call
that “high ISO” noise. (A second type of visual noise is
produced from long exposures.)
The BSI sensor reduces high ISO noise by increasing the
relative size of the photosites. That’s possible because
with a traditional front-illuminated sensor (shown in
the figure on next page), the chip’s image-processing
circuitry occupies much of the surface, leaving only a
small photosensitive area at the bottom of a deep “well.”
The BSI sensor reverses the position of the circuitry
and photodiode components, so that a larger area can
be occupied by the photosites, with the electronics
positioned underneath, closer to the back of the camera,
rather than closer to the rear of the lens.

The first digital camera sensors changed the workflow of
photographers and eliminated the entire step of scanning
prints or transparencies when we wanted to explore
the ability to edit images in software like Photoshop,
SuperPaint, and Digital Darkroom (yes, it was a program
in the 1980s.) The latest digital sensors are giving
us amazing new capabilities. One of the most recent
innovations is the back-side illuminated sensor (BSI),
originally developed for use in smartphones to provide
the highest possible resolution and light-gathering power
in the tiny sensors found in iOS and Android devices.

The figure shows a super-simplified rendition of what
happens. (Actual sensors look nothing like this; the
diagram includes only one set of three red, green, and blue
photosites, is not to scale, and I show only three “beams”
of light arriving at the sensor, when photons actually
come from multiple directions.) With the conventional
front-illuminated sensor at left, incoming light passes
through microlenses that focus it on the photosites, which
are located at the bottom of a well that resides between
the on-chip aluminum circuitry. Even accounting for the
microlens’s focusing properties, the relative angles that
result in light falling on the photosensitive area collected
from the edges of the incoming image can be rather steep.
Other photons (not shown) strike the sides of the wells or
the area of the chip occupied by electronic circuitry, and
bounce back or around.
continued on pg. 17

Traditionally, packing more pixels into a given sensor
size yields higher resolution, but results in smaller pixels
with less surface area to gather light. That bottleneck
has meant that both full-frame and APS-C “cropped
sensor” cameras tended to lose a great deal of dynamic
range, while gaining an objectionable amount of visual
noise, with resolutions north of about 24 megapixels.
Cameras like the Nikon D810, with its prodigious 36 MP
resolution, used a sensor that required squeezing even
tinier photosites into the camera’s (roughly) 36mm x
24mm sensor.
Fortunately, some newer cameras, like the Sony a7 III
series and a9 series mirrorless models and the Nikon
D850 use the latest back-side illuminated (BSI) sensors.
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Digital Photography Myths #6 Continued
This limitation on the angle of incidence accounts for
why vendors have been forced to develop “digital” lenses,
which, unlike lenses designed for film cameras, focus
light on the sensor from less steep angles. That explains,
in general, why BSI-sensor cameras function better in this
regard than most other digital cameras when using older
“non-digital” lenses.

incidence is not nearly as crucial, making BSI sensors more
similar in that respect to old-time film grain technology.
The combination of larger photosensitive surface area
and improved acceptable angles for incoming photons
are the main factors in the new BSI sensor models’
superior low-light performance. The speedy copper wiring
and enhanced processing algorithms in the digital image
processor chip also help – and give the cameras their
speedy continuous shooting speeds, as well. Nikon’s
D850, for example, can shoot 10 frames per second – at
46 megapixels! And the Sony a9, also equipped with a BSI
sensor, can capture 20 frames per second. In electronic
shutter mode – another sensor innovation – it is virtually
silent and the viewfinder doesn’t black out between shots,
as digital SLRs do. These cameras are as close as you can
get to “do everything” models, featuring high resolution,
reduced noise, and continuous shooting suitable for the
fastest action.

At right in the figure is a representation of a backilluminated sensor. Like the conventional sensor, it
includes microlenses that focus the illumination before it
passes through a red, green, or blue filter to the photosite.
But because those photosites are larger, the minuscule
focusing optics are larger, too, providing gapless
microlenses that gather virtually all the illumination
falling on the sensor. And, unlike the front-illuminated
sensor, there is no deep well, and, without the need for
intervening circuitry, the photosensitive area (shown in
magenta for both types of sensors) is much larger. The
electronics -- faster copper (not aluminum) circuitry with
lower resistance -- have been moved to the back side of
the sensor.

Photographers don’t really need to understand how BSI
(or any other type of sensor for that matter) works, but
these sensors (which previously have been used in other
devices with especially tiny sensors, such as cell phone
cameras) will henceforth play a major part in enthusiast
photography technology, and it’s worthwhile learning
what they can do. ❑

A typical conventional full-frame sensor captures only 30
to 80 percent of the light striking it, whereas a BSI sensor
can grab nearly 100 percent of the photons. The angle of

Figure
A conventional front-illuminated sensor (left), and a back-illuminated sensor (right).
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Member Photos

Callanish Stones by Melissa Stanton, 2nd Place

Oregon Coast by Dan Sandy, 3rd Place

Coastal Living by Bob Kowaleski, 1st Place
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Member Photos

Algonquin Sunrise by Donna Schneider, 1st Place

The Last Light by Bill Keaton, 2nd Place

Northern Light Painting by Terry Martin, 3rd Place

Nimisila Reservoir by Chuck Fitzgerald, 3rd Place
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Member Photos

Gerbera Daisy Reflection by Susan Bestul, 1st Place

Splat by Jackie Sajewski, 1st Place
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Member Accomplishments
Here’s to our fabulous Members accomplishments!
Thought you might like to know that:
KATE HASENOHRL had a photo of her dog, Chelsey in
the Jan/Feb issue of ClevDog Magazine. The magazine’s
website is www.cledog.net and currently features Chelsey’s
photo on their homepage.

DEB ROZIN had three of her photos published in Living
the Photo Artistic Life, two in Issue No 34 and one in
Issue 35. The publication comes out monthly through
an internationally acclaimed photo-artistry course at
www.prophotoshopartistry.com.

Flower Therapy by Deb Rozin

Chelsey by Kate Hasenohrl

One of our regular competition judges, WALTER
GROSSMAN, had a showing entitled, “An exhibition of
Photographs Spanning Five Decades” at the Malveena J.
Greedson Gallery, Winton Place, in Lakewood, OH.
SUSAN BESTUL had four photos chosen for the
“Expressions of Imagination” exhibit, which was on
display at the Cleveland Airport starting in August 2017
to February 2018. She also had a photo selected for the
AAWR PHOTONOW 2017 September-October 2017 exhibit
at the Gallery East of Cuyahoga Community College.

Just Outside Cleveland by Deb Rozin
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Member Photos

More Than Just a Weed by Linda Peters, 3rd Place

Calla Lily 4 by Hubert Ho, 3rd Place

Veiled by Barbara Pennington, 2nd Place
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Member Photos

Dawn at the Marsh by David Ciborek, 3rd Place

Blue Tree by Laura Goyanes, 3rd Place

Edge of Cleveland by William Omar Jefferies, 3rd Place
Dusty Dry Road by Dan Sandy, 1st Place
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Member Photos

Snow Globe Squires Castle 2 by Vicki Wert, 3rd Place

Haunted Hune by John Burkett, 2nd Place

Wayward Rivulets by Philip Sisto, 3rd Place
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CPS Field Trips
CPS Members to Visit Stone Garden Farm
by Chuck Fitzgerald
Have you ever wanted to travel back in time? Ever wonder
what our ancestors lives were like? Interested in Ohio
history? Well, you’ll get the chance to get answers to these
questions.
We have an outing coming up to one of Richfield, maybe
even Summit county’s, best-kept secrets. It’s called Stone
Garden Farm and is its owner’s Jim Fry’s, dream coming
true; a dream of recreating a Western Reserve village on
his property in Richfield.
This is not your typical farm. It is a working farm that
has barns, tractors, chickens, and goats, but it has more.
It also has a post office, a school house, cigar shop,
and blacksmith shop, with over 30 other buildings and
structures. A general store was added last year where you
can pick up souvenirs and gifts.
All of these structures were rescued by Jim and moved
from six Northern Ohio counties to his property where he
rebuilt them. The buildings and barns contain thousands
of tools and artifacts, representing every craft and trade
common to a small town 150 years ago. Most of the
buildings are from the 1820s to the 1920s. The oldest
building is over 200 years old and the oldest artifact is
from 1725. That’s even older than our club!
Even their gardens are old! They have five different
organic and permaculture vegetable gardens that include
100-year-old asparagus and rhubarb patches along with
many “wild” edibles, including a wide variety of heritage
and heirloom vegetables and rare berries and fruits.
CPS and its members have had a number of outings
there. We have another one coming up in July of 2018.
Since the farm has so many interesting artifacts, we’ll
be practicing our close-up and macro photography...but
wait, there’s more! There’s a second part to our outing
where we will do some night shooting as well as light
painting and maybe even some star trails. In between,
we’ll be enjoying some good comradery over dinner.

Jim and his family have always welcomed us and become
friends of our club. Their farm is rapidly becoming a
favorite place to shoot. So, keep your eye on our website
calendar in July to get the details about the next outing.
We’ll be documenting that field trip and continuing this
article in our next edition of the “Darkroom Door” with
some of the photos taken by our members along with
their experiences and impressions of the farm. ❑

If you’d like to see some more information about the farm
and its family, you can go to https://stonegardenfarm.
com. If you’d like to see some photos our members have
taken there, feel free to go to www.ohiofarmmuseum.
com/?p=1225 where you’ll also see a paragraph
mentioning our work there.
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CPS Field Trips
List of CPS Field Trips 2017
Date
Event
Coordinator(s)
Attendance
Sunday, 1/15
Steele Mansion
Barb Cerrito
29
Sunday, 1/29
Fifth Street Arcades (School)
Barb Cerrito
60
			
Subtotal 89
Sunday, 2/12
Monsters Hockey
Joanne Damian
20
Sunday, 2/19
South Chagrin
Darlene Jacobson
17
Sunday, 2/26
Rockefeller Greenhouse (School)
Barb Cerrito
~45
			
Subtotal 82
Sunday, 3/5
Playhouse Square Theatres
Bob Boyle
47
Sunday, 3/19
Blue Heron Rookery
Rob Erick
~20
Monday, 3/20
Severance Hall
Barb Cerrito / Joe Miko
26
Sunday, 3/26
Variety Theatre
Barb Cerrito
45
Sunday, 3/26
Monsters Hockey
Joanne Damian
27
			
Subtotal 165
Sunday, 4/2
B & O Roundhouse
Erik Heinrich
139
Sunday, 4/9
Virginia Bluebells - South Chagrin
Darlene Jacobson
24
Sunday, 4/23
Fifth Street Arcades (School)
Barb Cerrito
~50
Sunday, 4/30
Sandy Ridge
Darlene Jacobson
45
			
Subtotal 258
Sunday, 5/7
Rockefeller Greenhouse (School)
Barb Cerrito
~40
Sunday, 5/21
Back to the Wild and NKP Railroad
Barb Cerrito & Jen Cale
45 / 35
Friday, 5/26 (re-sched.) Blossom Time Balloon Glow
Barb Cerrito
22
			
Subtotal 107
Saturday, 6/3
Mansfield Reformatory
Barb Cerrito
102
Saturday, 6/10
Volvo Graveyard
Barb Cerrito
43
Sunday, 6/11
Terminal Tower
Bob Boyle / Dan Bergrin
Re-sched.
Saturday, 6/17
Farnham Manor / Star Trails
Barb Cerrito
37
Thurs.-Sat., 6/22-24
IX Center Tank Show
Bob Boyle
20
Friday, 6/23
Summer Solstice
Joanne Damian
Canceled
Saturday, 6/24
Luvin Lavender Farms
Barb Cerrito
22
Saturday, 6/24
Gladiators Football
Joanne Damian
6
			
Subtotal 230
Tuesday, 7/4
Holiday Boat Cruise - Fireworks
Joanne Damian
40
Sunday, 7/9
Terminal Tower
Bob Boyle / Dan Bergrin
20
Saturday, 7/15
USS Cod
Barb Cerrito
17
Sunday, 7/16
Riverside Cemetery
Debbie Zimmerman
28
Saturday, 7/22
Masonic Temple
Bob Boyle
24
Sunday, 7/23
Iron Soup Restoration Area
Barb Cerrito
12
Sunday, 7/23
Terminal Tower-rescheduled from 6/11
Bob Boyle / Dan Bergrin
20
Saturday, 7/29
Buckin’ Ohio
Rob Erick
7
			
Subtotal 168
Saturday, 8/5
Nature Realm
Rob Erick
14
Sunday, 8/6
Terminal Tower
Bob Boyle / Dan Bergrin
20
Saturday, 8/12
Stone Garden - Star Trails
Chuck Fitzgerald
44
Saturday, 8/24
Veterans Memorial Bridge
Barb Cerrito
70
			
Subtotal 148
Sat.-Mon., 9/2-4
Cleveland National Air Show
Rick Wetterau
90
Sunday, 9/10
Back to the Wild
Barb Cerrito
52
Saturday, 9/23
Guardians of Traffic
Barb Cerrito
42
Sunday, 9/24
Fifth Street Arcades
Barb Cerrito
51
Saturday, 9/30
B&O Roundhouse - Night Shoot
Dennis Wert
98 Photo; 19 Non
			
Subtotal 352
Sunday, 10/8
Terminal Tower
Bob Boyle / Dan Bergrin
20
Saturday, 10/14
Canal Fulton - Nimisila Reservoir
Andrew Richardson
48
Saturday, 10/21
Riverside Cemetery - Night
Debbie Zimmerman
35
Sunday, 10/22
Rockefeller Greenhouse (School)
Barb Cerrito
~45
			
Subtotal 148		
		
Total 2017 Field Trip Attendance
1747
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Member Photos

Big Mac Sunset II by Rick Carrell, 2nd Place

Life Is a Roller Coaster by Chris Camino, 2nd Place

Lighthouse Lighting by Terry Martin, 1st Place
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Member Photos

Predjama Castle by Dennis Wert, 3rd Place

Spiral by Ted Gersdorf, 3rd Place

Venetian Courtyard by Vicki Wert, 1st Place
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Pinterest and the Internet, Photographers’ Friend or Foe?
by Lisa Adcock
Where do you go to find your photographic inspiration?
Other photographer’s websites?! Pinterest?! Unless you
live in a cave in the mountains somewhere, chances are
at some point, you have lost yourself while browsing the
internet sites that includes the vast community we know
as Pinterest. It’s OK, we’ve all been there! What starts as a
few minutes of browsing on the site turns into a few hours
until you can no longer remember what you went there for
to begin with. It happens. Don’t be too hard on yourself.

There are many different paths and diversions you can
find while wandering Pinterest. At the beginning, they all
start at the same place, with curiosity, but, inevitably, they
all end somewhere different. The path of the confident
photographer, with a clear artistic purpose, is an excursion
in true inspiration and/or simple entertainment. Pinterest
is fun, interesting and can make you laugh out loud.
Inspiration is what Pinterest is based on and no matter
what you are looking for here, whether it’s dinner, recycled
crafts, or how to pose a family of five, you will find it there.

The website, Pinterest, is a “one-stop shop” for what
inspires you. It offers millions (seriously millions) of
posts, called pins, that let you take a look at what other
people are doing or creating, no matter what that may
be. It’s amazing and it can inspire us to do stuff we never
would have thought of on our own. I’ve noticed, however,
after spending a lot of time at that website, that there
is something else going on…something just under the
surface that can be very disturbing. Pinterest…has a dark
side.

As a photographer, Pinterest can offer endless insight
into the art of photography with pins showing the current
trends, styles and techniques out there. Photographers can
find ideas for their next project or challenge themselves to
duplicate that amazing photo that caught their eye. You
can get a feel for the changing art that is photography.
When browsing Pinterest, you can gauge yourself and
your skills to find your place in the photographic world,
but this is where the proverbial fork in the road shows up.
continued on pg. 30
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Pinterest and the Internet Continued
no self-imposed pressure here at all…LOL! But Pinterest
doesn’t care about your own personal issues, it just keeps
dishing out its own form of judgement – oh, excuse me, I
mean inspiration.

For those photographers who are just starting out in
photography, or, those without a clear artistic purpose, or,
even those still building confidence in their own abilities,
the path you take on this site can possibly lead you to the
dark side.

I have learned a few valuable lessons from all of this for
any of you out there that can identify with what I have
been going through here:

Let me explain by taking you on a walk down a portion of
my personal Pinterest path. When I began to entertain the
idea of starting a small photography business, I started
shooting my friends, my friends’ babies, kids, pets – you
name it, I took the job. I realized pretty quickly that I really
needed to up my game. It was way harder than I thought,
but that was not my ultimate problem.

1. If you are in photography for the joy of taking
pictures, then take pictures that make you happy, do
not take pictures that do not make you happy. This
seems to be a simple concept, but sometimes the
obvious needs to be stated out loud. And don’t forget,
everyone has their own version of happy.

The weirdest thing was happening. I was so busy! But it
wasn’t busy shooting actual photographs. I spent hours
on Pinterest taking notes and “following” photographers
that I admired. I looked up all of my photographer friends’
websites for formatting and content examples. Then I
would work on my own website. I would rearrange it, then
go back to Pinterest and get more ideas to shoot, and
then rearrange my website again. Get the picture?! (pun
intended!) I discovered the craziest problem. I had this
fear of failure; we all start with that to a certain extent, but
the real problem for me was – get this – a fear of success.

2. If you are in photography to start a business, take
pictures that will make both you AND your clients
happy. OK, OK, so if those clients really want a photo
that is in bad taste or just plain ridiculous, you may
have to relax and go with it. Business can be a bit
tricky that way. Just don’t compromise your business
ethic and things will tend to work themselves out.
3. It doesn’t really matter if you are in it for joy or for
money; these paths are our way of trying to learn the
rules of the photographic game. When you learn the
rules, then you can play the game. The act of placing
other people’s rules on our game actually prevents us
from being happy and successful. We don’t have to
have a wider angle shot, or an insane depth of field
to be both happy and successful. We have to be real.
That is hard to define, but you know it when you see it.

In doing my research to improve my business, Pinterest,
at first, was my hero. I loved looking at all the wonderful
photos and fantasized how my own pins would look and
inspire others. I thought that I was truly working on my
goal of being a successful photographer. I was really
inspired! I was motivated! But inspiration and motivation
need you to get off your butt and actually use your camera
to take pictures. I found that when looking for my niche
in my new business, I was overwhelmed by the amount
of images I found in what I thought was a great idea.
The Pinterest site set my “bar” incredibly high, causing
doubt in my abilities and leading to the inevitable “I’m
not good enough” syndrome. Perfectionism set in and
fooled me into thinking that unless you, your website, and
your portfolio aren’t breathtaking; you shouldn’t even put
yourself out there.

4. Confidence can be as simple as realizing you are, or
can be, just as good as anyone else. This goes for
everything, not just photography.
5. Purpose is what keeps us from wasting our time on
what does not matter. Sorry Pinterest, you are most
definitely included in this point. Hours spent looking
at others’ photos is not wasted if you are there for
entertainment. It is wasted if you are trying to base
your work on someone else’s or procrastinating
and using it as an excuse to not get out and shoot
something yourself.

So I kept “researching” for that one thing that would
make me stand out. This is truly an insidious form of
procrastination. The more you find to try and help yourself,
the more insecure you feel. Because, you see, when you
stand on your own two feet, you have to be ready to stand
alone. Alone is scary when you are “not good enough.”
Success is scary because you have to be more than “good
enough” over and over. Fear of success, go figure. Clearly,

I am happy to report that at this time, Pinterest and I have
come to a tentative agreement. Pinterest will continue to
provide all the inspiration and ideas I could ever want and
more and I will lighten up when browsing and continue to
laugh out loud when I feel like it. Sounds like the beginning
of a beautiful relationship. Now, let’s get off our butts and
go shoot something! ❑
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Member Photos

Cleveland Blue Hour by Vicki Wert, 2nd Place

Night Moves by Jerry Hilinski, 2nd Place

Inside the Viaduct by Bill Berris, 3rd Place
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Member Photos

American the Beautiful by Melanie Charles, 3rd Place

Liquified Mind by Deb Zimmerman, 2nd Place

Multiple Personalities by Bill Keaton, 3rd Place
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OUR MISSION:
The mission of the Cleveland
Photographic Society is to promote
and advance the understanding,
passion and joy of photography
by providing opportunities for
education, skill development,
picture taking, competition,
critique and fellowship.

CPS Competitions
CPS holds competitions throughout the club year as a part of our regular
Friday evening meeting schedule. Only members and current students can enter
images in competition, but all are invited to attend on competition evenings.
Current competition categories are Creative, Nature, People and Black & White,
and every competition also contains the opportunity to submit images in the
Pictorial (Open) category. Competitions are split between printed images and
those which are digitally projected. In addition, the Club maintains a ‘B’ series
of competitions for students and newer members and also offers a series of
Photojournalism nights, designed to focus on the image as a visual story with
only minimal digital editing.

CPS Membership
Annual dues:
Single member rate is $54
Couples are $81
Family (couple plus one or more children) is $117
Junior member (under 18) is $36
Distance member (roughly over 100 miles) is $36.
A downloadable application form and more details can be found on our
website: www.clevelandphoto.org
Join us and enjoy all the benefits of being a part of one of the most dynamic,
active, and friendliest camera clubs in the U.S. Photographic education and
fellowship are our primary tenets and a part of all we offer. No matter your skill
level or photographic interest, you’ll find lots of activities that will enhance
your skills—and you’ll have FUN along the way!

Club Calendar
The complete and updated Club Calendar can be obtained
at www.clevelandphoto.org
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CLUB HEADQUARTERS
9543 Broadview Road
Broadview Heights, OH
44147
www.clevelandphoto.org
THE CLEVELAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
CPS has operated
continuously since
1887, making us one of
the oldest camera clubs
in North America. The
organization currently has
over 800 members and is
one of the few anywhere
to have its own permanent
clubroom. The objectives
of the society are to
promote and advance the
understanding, passion
and joy of photography by
providing opportunities
for education, skill
development, picture
taking, competition,
critique, and fellowship.
We meet almost every
Friday evening and our
meetings are always open
to visitors and guests—we
invite you to visit us! Our
clubroom is located on the
City of Broadview Heights
campus. The clubroom
opens at 7:00 p.m. Visit
our website for directions,
maps, and further
information: www.
clevelandphoto.org

CPS is a founding member
of the Photographic Society
of America, PSA.
All Rights Reserved.
All photographs herein
are protected by copyright
law and may not be
reproduced without the
expressed written consent of
the photographer.

